
TARLIZA CAREIRO SCHALL 
Schall, a RTW womenswear #designer from Brazil moved to Dallas this last year. Tarliza started her 
fashion career with an internship in Paris at Emanuel Ungaro. Before her move to Dallas, Tarliza was the 
Chief Designer for one of Brazil's most prestigious brands called Lenny Neimeyer. With end-to-end 
responsibilities for the whole collection (selecting materials, fittings, approving samples), Tarliza worked 
there for seven years. Tarliza recently joined @fgidallas because she's new to the Dallas market and 
wants to again become immersed in the fashion scene. Tarliza graduated from Veiga de Almeida 
University in Rio de Janeiro and has also taken courses at L'Ecole de La Chambre Syndicale de la Couture 
Parisienne in Paris. While not currently associated with a company, we expect big things soon from Ms. 
Schall. 
 
ALEX SMALL 
Small is a 2015 SMU graduate with a BBA in Finance and has been with Neiman Marcus corporate for 10 
months. She is a coordinator in the CUSP buying office and first got involved with FGIDallas her 
freshman year in college. At that time, she had just started her blog Small4Style.com and she loved 
interacting with people who had the same fashion career aspirations. Today, Alex has been a member 
for 3 years and now serves on the FGIDallas board. 
 
KNANH NGUYEN 
Nguyen, Founder and Creative Director of Nha Khanh. Nha Khanh is a 6-year-old women's ready-to-wear 
and luxury dress line based in Dallas. Khahn joined FGIDallas at the beginning of this year, but has 
been a supporter since winning the "Top Achievement Award" from FGIDallas Career Day in 2008. Khahn 
has consistently given back and served the fashion community in Dallas. With a BFA in Fashion Design 
from the University of North Texas, you can see all of Khahn's gorgeous creations at 
www.NhaKhanh.com. 
 
MELISSA ROUNTREE 
It's the last Member Monday before Labor Day, so let's meet Melissa Rountree and her fitness fashion 
line called Level3Active. Level3 is a 2-year old brand, but Melissa has been involved with FGIDallas for 
more years than she can remember. Melissa has a BA in Communications from the University of 
Nebraska at Lincoln and you can see all her designs at www.Level3Active.com. 

http://www.nhakhanh.com/
http://www.level3active.com/

